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meanwhile, the gangsters have kidnapped munna's mother sadhana and have sent him into city to
free her and she tells him the whereabouts of dolly but munna cannot explain his mother why he is

dancing and why he is not a street dancer and suddenly mahindra kills his wife sadhana. munna kills
mahindra and his gang and hides in a house where he meets his father naidu and sister aachi who

are living away from their parents. munna's father naidu tells aachi that he has brought them up on
the street in kolkata as he had constant trouble with his wife sadhana. munna's father also tells
aachi that sadhana runs away from the house when she heard about mahindra's death and they
move to mumbai. munna's father says that munna knows a dance but is unable to tell the dance
form but munna tries to explain his dance to the gang leader moosa however he is not ready to

listen, moosa forces him to dance on streets and people laugh at him. munna leaves the gang and
runs out to the streets begging to show his dance to the whole world while munna to practice more
and more as he is not only a street dancer but an actor. munna and his group are sent to a school
where the dance teacher admits them on condition that he will get his own dancers in exchange of
the fees. the leader of the group, moosa and munna are friends in the school and they are asked to

form a group of group dancers so that they can perform in the upcoming dance competition. the
dance competition is to be held in the government's half-built taj hotel. munna is shown getting the
girl who wants to be an actor, while his group is forced to perform in the competition. 5ec8ef588b
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